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a b s t r a c t
A new, partially discontinuous architecture is proposed to improve the mechanical performance of
pseudo-ductile, unidirectional (UD) interlayer carbon/glass hybrid composites. The concept was successfully demonstrated in different laminates with high strength and high modulus carbon and S-glass epoxy
UD prepregs. The novel hybrid architecture provided pseudo-ductile tensile stress–strain responses with
a linear initial part followed by a wide plateau and a second linear part, all connected by smooth transitions. The best hybrid configuration showed 60% improvement in modulus compared to pure glass,
860 MPa plateau stress and 2% pseudo-ductile strain. The initial modulus, the plateau stress and the
overall tensile stress–strain response of each specimen configuration were predicted accurately.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
High performance composites provide excellent specific
strength and stiffness properties especially in comparison with
higher density metallic materials but fail to deliver a safe failure
mode similar to metals’ progressive yielding and strain hardening
with detectable warning and a wide margin before final failure.
The failure of fibre reinforced composites is usually sudden and
catastrophic with insufficient warning and low residual load bearing capacity. This unfavourable failure character results in conservative structural design incorporating cautious limits preventing
the full exploitation of the outstanding mechanical performance
of a whole family of materials. On the other hand composites are
not even considered for some applications where loading conditions are not fully predictable and catastrophic failure cannot be
tolerated. High performance ductile or pseudo-ductile composites
are therefore of exceptional interest and could significantly widen
the scope of applications towards transportation and civil engineering fields.
One of the basic strategies to create pseudo-ductility is hybridisation which can improve the failure mode of conventional composites by making it gradual and more distributed. Early work on hybrid
composites [1–5] reported their potential to obtain gradual failure
over a range of strains by mixing different types of fibres either by
intimately mingling them [6–8] or by creating a ply-by-ply hybrid
structure [9–12]. The previously reported gradual failure in hybrid
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 (0) 117 33 15311; fax: +44 (0) 117 95 45360.
E-mail address: G.Czel@bristol.ac.uk (G. Czél).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesa.2015.01.019
1359-835X/Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

composites was usually observed in the form of a significant load
drop at the low strain fibre failure in unidirectional (UD) interlayer
hybrid composites, which is the baseline for improvement in this
study. The most straightforward interply (or interlayer) hybridisation [5] was performed within this study because this method
showed promising scope for pseudo-ductility [13] and it can be realised using existing prepreg materials which keeps specimen
manufacturing simple. Strong potential for demonstrating pseudo-ductility while maintaining high performance in UD composites
was shown earlier by the authors [13–15] using emerging thin ply
prepregs to suppress delamination in interlayer hybrid configurations. The main focus of researchers investigating thin-ply composites was to explore the change in damage modes due to more
dispersed lay-up designs [16–18]. Their main conclusion is that
the onset of damage is delayed in thin-ply composites because premature matrix cracking and delaminations can be suppressed due
to the low energy release rate of thin plies in static loading, but
the final failure in general becomes more brittle. Thin-ply laminates
also show less interlaminar but more fibre damage under impact
[19]. The suppression of delaminations can be exploited in thinply UD interlayer hybrid composites [13] to make the pull-out of
the broken low strain material stable. One issue with the thin ply
hybrids presented in [13] is, that the resulting carbon/glass volume
ratio is relatively low if the thickness limit of around 85 lm for that
specific material combination is kept and standard thickness glass
plies are used. In order to overcome this limitation, a UD partially
discontinuous architecture with a discontinuous carbon and
continuous glass layers is proposed here which will be called the
discontinuous hybrid configuration in the rest of the paper. The
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discontinuous architecture of the carbon layer results in macroscopic (10–20 mm long) carbon/epoxy elements in the test specimens
which will be referred to as carbon/epoxy platelets.
Numerous researchers studied discontinuous composites usually made of modified UD prepregs for various purposes. Cui et al.
[20] studied the mode II fracture toughness of composite ply
interfaces using UD glass/epoxy specimens with cut central plies.
Wisnom and Jones [21] also used cut ply specimens under four
point bending to study the delamination process both in tension
and compression. Czél et al. [22] reported highly non-linear
stress–strain curves for discontinuous overlapped UD carbon prepreg specimens, showing potential for pseudo-ductility. The effect
of overlap zone geometry on the failure mode was analysed in
detail. Matthams and Clyne [23,24] modified their prepreg plies
with laser drilled holes to improve the formability of their UD
carbon/PEEK and carbon/PPS thermoplastic matrix composites.
Taketa et al. [25] also improved the formability of continuous prepregs by slitting them into unidirectionally arrayed chopped
strands (UACS). Better cured composite properties were achieved
than with the traditional SMC (sheet moulding compound) hot
pressing technology, exploiting the perfect initial alignment of
fibres in the UACS. Li et al. [26] developed the same concept further
by introducing new slit patterns to improve the strength, material
symmetry and flowability of UACS.
The scope of previous studies on discontinuous prepregs was
either interlaminar damage and failure characterisation or
improvement of the flow-or formability of continuous UD prepregs. The discontinuous prepreg layers in the experimental part
of this study are integral elements of a hybrid laminate architecture carefully designed to exhibit controlled interlaminar damage
initiation and stable mode II crack propagation which results in
the stable pull-out of the carbon/epoxy platelets.
The key challenge of this study is to improve the tensile performance and extend the design envelope of previously developed UD
pseudo-ductile thin-ply continuous carbon/glass interlayer hybrid
composites [13] by increasing the carbon/glass ratio and the initial
modulus of the hybrid laminates. Emphasis was also put on accurate prediction of the stress–strain response of the novel hybrid
material architecture.
2. Specimen design and analysis
The basic concept of this work was inspired by the authors’
recently published study on thin-ply hybrid pseudo-ductile composites [13], where some of the specimen configurations failed in
an unfavourable way, developing unstable delaminations straight
after the first crack in the low strain material of the interlayer
hybrid plates. The unstable delamination resulted in a significant
stress drop at the strain to failure of the low strain constituent
and compromised the pseudo-ductility of the UD hybrid material
in tension as shown in Fig. 1. The new specimen design is based
on the novel idea of introducing periodic discontinuities (i.e. ply
cuts perpendicular to the fibre direction) in the low strain layer
of UD interlayer hybrid composites. The special partially discontinuous architecture based on organised carbon/epoxy platelets
in continuous glass/epoxy composite layers allows for controlled
interfacial damage initiation before any possible platelet fracture,
therefore providing smooth transitions and a plateau between
the linear parts of the stress–strain graph as shown on Fig. 1.
Any sudden stress drop due to unstable delaminations can be prevented with this new architecture until the initiation of high strain
material failure.
2.1. Specimen geometry
The specimens tested within the experimental part of the study
were UD, parallel edge tensile specimens with glass/epoxy tabs

Carbon fibre failure and
catastrophic delamination

Stable carbon
platelet pull-out

Carbon/glass hybrid
composite
Platelet
pull-out initiation

Delaminated
layers

Conventional continuous hybrid
Discontinuous carbon hybrid

Fig. 1. Schematic of the expected stress–strain response of continuous carbon/continuous glass and discontinuous carbon/continuous glass UD hybrid laminates. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Schematic of a UD discontinuous interlayer hybrid specimen.

bonded to the ends. Nominal specimen dimensions were 260/
160/20/h mm overall length/Lf-free length/W-width/h-variable
thickness respectively. Another important geometric parameter is
the length of the discontinuous carbon/epoxy composite elements
in the specimens which will be referred to as Lp-platelet length.
Fig. 2 shows the geometric parameters on the side and top view
schematics of a tensile specimen.
2.2. Materials
The materials considered for design, and used for the experiments were E-glass/913 and S-glass/913 epoxy prepregs supplied
by Hexcel, and Sky Flex USN 020A and Sky Flex UPN 069A carbon/epoxy prepregs from SK Chemicals made with high strength
Pyrofil TR30 and high modulus Pyrofil HS40 carbon fibres respectively, both produced by Mitsubishi Rayon. Both resin systems in
the hybrid laminates were 120 °C cure epoxies, which were found
to be compatible, although no details were provided by the suppliers on the chemical formulation of the resins. Good integrity of the
hybrid laminates was confirmed during testing procedures and no
phase separation was observed on cross sectional micrographs.
Material data of the three prepreg systems can be found in Tables
1 and 2.
The GIIc fracture toughness of the interfaces in various thickness
TR30 carbon/epoxy and E-glass/epoxy hybrid laminates were studied earlier in [30] using specimens with a single cut in the carbon
layer. A short summary of the key results is given in Table 3 and
will be used for determination of the carbon/epoxy platelet pullout stress in this study.
2.3. Ductility mechanism in tension
The new partially discontinuous architecture comprising carbon/epoxy platelets in continuous glass layers releases the previously established carbon layer thickness limitations [13] to
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Table 1
Fibre properties of the applied UD prepregs (based on manufacturer’s data).
Fibre type

Manufacturer

Elastic modulus (GPa)

Strain to failure (%)

Tensile strength (GPa)

Density (g/cm3)

Pyrofil TR30 carbon
Pyrofil HS40 carbon
EC9 756 P109 E-glass
FliteStrand S ZT S-glass

Mitsubishi Rayon
Mitsubishi Rayon
Owens Corning
Owens Corning

234
455
72
88

1.9
1.0
4.5
5.5

4.4
4.6
3.5
4.8–5.1

1.79
1.85
2.56
2.45

Table 2
Cured ply properties of the applied UD prepregs.
Prepreg material

a
b
c
d

Property
Unit

Fibre mass per
unit area
(g/m2)

Cured ply
thickness
(mm)

Fibre volume
fraction
(%)

Initial elastic
modulus
(GPa)

Strain to
failure
(%)

Interlaminar shear
strength
(MPa)

TR30 carbon/epoxy

Average
CoVa [%]

21.2 [13]
4.0 [13]

0.029 [13]
–

41 [13]
–

101.7 [27]
2.75 [27]

1.9 [13]
6.76 [13]

–
–

HS40 carbon/epoxy

Average
CoV [%]

65b
–

0.070b
–

50b
–

229b
–

1.0b/1.15d
–

–
–

E-glass/epoxy

Average
CoV [%]

192b
–

0.140 [13]
–

54 [13]
–

40b
–

3.7 [28]/2.8 [13]c
–

100 [29]
–

S-glass/epoxy

Average
CoV [%]

190b
–

0.155
–

50b
–

45.7
3

3.98
1.1

–
–

Coefficient of variation.
Based on manufacturer’s data.
Measured on different specimen types in tension.
Measured in the continuous baseline specimens (see Table 4).

Table 3
Results of mode II fracture tests (designation: EG- E-glass, TR30- high strength carbon,
with numbers corresponding to the number of plies of the constituent prepregs) [30].
Lay-up
sequence

Property

Modulus

Unit

(GPa)

Delamination
initiation strain
(%)

GIIc

2EG/4TR30/2EG

Average
CoV [%]

53.1
2.4

1.60
–

1.10
–

4EG/8TR30/4EG

Average
CoV [%]

50.2
1.6

1.26
1.4

1.35
–

(N/mm)

assure progressive fragmentation and stable pull-out of the carbon
layers in continuous carbon/glass hybrid configurations. The mode
II energy release rate at the carbon layer failure strain should
always be lower than the fracture toughness (GIIc ) in a continuous
carbon/glass hybrid composite to avoid sudden delamination and
load drops. But this criterion no longer has to be fulfilled in the discontinuous configurations, because stable delamination can initiate before carbon fibre failure. The discontinuities introduced in
the carbon layer before curing the hybrid laminate can trigger
the stable pull-out of the carbon/epoxy platelets at lower strains
than the strain to failure of the carbon fibres, when the energy
release rate becomes equal to the mode II fracture toughness of
the glass-carbon composite interface. The stress level for carbon/epoxy platelet pull-out can be controlled by the thickness of the platelets and the continuous glass layers which together change the
mode II energy release rate. However variable carbon/epoxy platelet thickness will result in different hybrid moduli due to the
change in carbon/glass ratio and attention must be paid to ensure
the continuous glass layers have enough strength to take the load
shed by the pulled-out platelets.
2.4. Prediction of the initial tensile modulus of the discontinuous
hybrids
The carbon/epoxy platelets contribute to the tensile stiffness of
the hybrid laminate in a less favourable way than a continuous

layer because of the presence of ineffective segments around the
ends of each platelet. In order to optimise the platelet length of
the hybrid laminates, the Lpc critical or ineffective length of the
carbon/epoxy platelets (where the platelet is not fully loaded)
has to be calculated using a similar formulation (1) to the one used
on the fibre-matrix level to determine the critical fibre length,
assuming a constant shear stress smax at the layer interface along
the platelet.

Lpc ¼

Ec  ec max  tc

smax

ð1Þ

where Ec is the modulus of the carbon/epoxy platelets in the interlayer hybrid, ec max is the strain to failure of the carbon fibres, tc is
the thickness of the carbon/epoxy platelets and smax is the interfacial shear strength of the glass–carbon composite interface. The
matrix dominated interlaminar shear strength of the glass–carbon
composite interface was assumed to be equal to the shear strength
of the E-glass/epoxy composite for both glass prepregs (see Table 2).
There is a practical demand for low platelet length, because too
long discontinuous segments may cause variability in the interaction with the features of the components made of the new type
material. On the other hand the longer the carbon/epoxy platelets
in the hybrid composite, the higher the contribution of the stiff
carbon composite to the hybrid modulus, and the better the overall
mechanical performance is. During the present study the platelet
length was always kept higher than five times the ineffective
length to retain high performance but keep the length scale of
discontinuous elements in the hybrid architecture relatively low.
In order to assess the effect of discontinuities in the hybrid composite, let’s assume the same force F applied on two different interlayer hybrid laminate configurations comprising a discontinuous
and a continuous carbon layer of the same tc thickness as shown
in Fig. 3. Keeping the thickness of the glass layers consistent and
assuming unit width, it is possible to connect the variable strains
in the continuous glass plies through Eqs. (2), (3) written for different cross-sections (sections A and B in Fig. 3) at the middle and
at the end of a carbon/epoxy platelet. An important condition
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Fig. 3. Side view schematics of (a) discontinuous and (b) continuous carbon layer hybrid configurations with graphs showing the distributions of tensile strains in the glass
layers for both configurations.

assumed during the analysis is that the longitudinal strains in the
parallel layers are uniform and equal except for the sections corresponding to the ineffective parts of the carbon/epoxy platelets,
where the strain in the carbon is lower and that in the glass layer
is higher than elsewhere as shown on the lower graphs of Fig. 3.
Force per unit width at section A:

F ¼ eg ð2  Eg  tg þ Ec  tc Þ

ð2Þ

Section B:

ð3Þ

Eq. (4) gives the force formula for the continuous carbon configuration at section C:

F ¼ eg cont ð2  Eg  t g þ Ec  t c Þ

ð4Þ

where eg is the strain, away from the ends of the platelets in the
continuous glass layer in the discontinuous hybrid, Eg and Ec are
the moduli of the continuous glass and carbon composite layers
respectively, tg and t c are the thicknesses of the glass and carbon
layers respectively, eg dis;max is the maximum strain arising in the
continuous glass layer due to the discontinuity in the carbon layer
and eg cont is the strain in the continuous glass layer of the continuous carbon layer type laminate.
Equating Eqs. (2) = (4) it is obvious that eg ¼ eg cont and it will be
referred to as e in the rest of the manuscript. Using Eqs. (2) = (3) the
maximum strain in the glass layer of the discontinuous laminate
can be calculated.



edis;max ¼ e 1 þ

Ec  t c
2  Eg  t g



ð5Þ

In order to work out the Eh dis effective modulus of the discontinuous hybrid laminate, the elongations of the continuous glass
layers of Lp length in the discontinuous and continuous architectures DLp dis and DLp cont respectively have to be analysed as in
Eqs. (6) and (7).

Z

Lp

eg dx ¼ Lp  e þ

0



Lpc  Ec  t c
¼ e Lp þ
4  Eg  t g

DLp cont ¼ Lp  e

Lpc
ðeg dis;max  eÞ
2
ð6Þ
ð7Þ

The eg av average strain in the continuous glass layer of the discontinuous hybrid can be calculated using equation (8).



DLp dis
Lpc  Ec  tc
¼ e 1 þ
Lp
4  Lp  Eg  t g

ð8Þ

The ratio between the overall effective moduli of the discontinuous and the continuous carbon/glass hybrid laminates can be
calculated through the ratios of elongations, as the geometry and
the applied overall stress is the same for both configurations.

Kd ¼

F ¼ 2  eg dis;max  Eg  t g

DLp dis ¼

eg av ¼

Eh dis
DLp cont
Lp  e
1
¼
¼
¼ 
Lpc t c Ec
pc Ec t c
Eh cont
Lp dis
1
þ
e Lp þ L4E
4Lp t g Eg
g t g

ð9Þ

This ratio can be defined according to Eq. (9) as the Discontinuity Knock-down Factor K d which can be applied to the elastic modulus of the continuous carbon/glass hybrid laminate Eh cont
formulated in [13] and given here in Eq. (10a) to get the hybrid
modulus of the discontinuous laminate Eh dis according to Eq. (10b).

Eh cont ¼

Ec tc þ Eg tg
tc þ tg

Eh dis ¼ K d  Eh cont

ð10aÞ

ð10bÞ

It is interesting to note, that the reduction in stiffness due to the
discontinuities depends on two purely configuration related parameters according to Eq. (9) (i.e. the ineffective length to platelet
length ratio and carbon/epoxy platelet to glass layer thickness
ratio) and one purely constituent material related parameter (i.e.
the carbon to glass composite modulus ratio). It is clear that the
carbon/epoxy platelet length Lp has a large impact on the initial
modulus of the hybrid laminate and has to be kept large enough
not to knock down the stiffness contribution of the carbon/epoxy
platelets too much.
2.5. Criteria for pseudo-ductility and prediction of platelet pull-out
stress
(i) To assure pseudo-ductility, it is crucial to make sure the continuous glass layers can take the extra load at the initiation
of carbon/epoxy platelet pull-out to avoid premature glass
failure and allow for a stress plateau. A criterion (Eq. (11))
was given earlier in [13] for continuous carbon hybrid laminates at carbon layer fracture, based on the redistribution of
stresses, ignoring stress concentrations. Although the discontinuous hybrids are designed to avoid platelet fracture,
the formula can be used as an estimate of the lower bound
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for glass layer strength because of the similar stress fields
around a carbon layer fracture in a continuous carbon hybrid
and close to the end of a platelet in a discontinuous hybrid.

Sg min ¼

Sc ðEg  t g þ Ec  t c Þ
Ec  t g

ð11Þ

where Sg min is the minimum required strength of the glass
composite and Sc is the strength of the carbon/epoxy platelets.
(ii) In order to make the new discontinuous material architecture
pseudo-ductile, any sudden stress drop in the stress–strain
response of a monotonic displacement controlled tensile test
has to be avoided. To fulfil this need, the configuration has to
be designed to avoid any platelet fracture and to allow
stable platelet pull-out. It is therefore necessary to design
the architecture to release enough energy to initiate stable
delamination of the carbon/epoxy platelets at a lower overall
stress than that corresponding to their fracture. This
requirement can be formulated as in Eq. (12) to keep the
GII carb:fract: energy release rate at carbon fracture higher than
the GIIc mode II fracture toughness of the interface.

GII carb:fract: > GIIc

ð12Þ

Eqs. (13a) and (13b) can be used to determine the mode II
energy release rate of a continuous carbon layer embedded in glass
layers. The following assumptions were made when Eqs. (13a) and
(13b) were formulated earlier in [13]: the strain before delamination within the volume of the hybrid laminate as well as the
average stress during delamination are constant.

GII ¼

e2 Ec tc ðEg ðh  tc Þ þ Ec tc Þ
4Eg ðh  t c Þ

ð13aÞ

r h Ec t c
8Eg tg ð2Eg t g þ Ec t c Þ

2

h Ec t c

ð14Þ

2.6. Prediction of the tensile behaviour
A basic approach was applied here to predict the tensile stress–
strain response of UD discontinuous hybrid laminates. The first
part of the curve was estimated with a straight line of
Eh dis ¼ K d  Eh cont slope starting from the modulus of a continuous
carbon layer hybrid and applying the Discontinuity Knock-down
Factor from Eq. (9). This line is turned into a straight horizontal
plateau at the platelet pull-out stress calculated with Eq. (14).
The post pull-out part of the predicted stress–strain response is
calculated on the basis of assuming no contribution to the stiffness
from the fully pulled-out carbon/epoxy platelets. The slope of this
part of the curve which is the Eh fin: ‘‘final hybrid modulus’’ can be
formulated with Eq. (15).

Eh fin: ¼

E1 ðh  t c Þ
h

ð15Þ

Although very limited residually bonded areas (less than 1 mm
wide dark lines in Fig. 4) were expected and observed on each carbon/epoxy platelet, the contribution of these to the laminate stiffness was very low and therefore neglected. Fig. 4 shows a typical
prediction curve along with images of a [2SG/4TR30/2SG]-13 mm
type specimen (see Table 4 for specimen details) at different stages
of the damage process.
3. Experimental
A detailed discussion of specimen types, manufacturing, test
methods and tensile test results is given in this section.

2 2

GII ¼

rpull-out ¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8GIIc Eg t g ð2Eg tg þ Ec t c Þ

ð13bÞ

where e is the remote tensile strain in the laminate, h is the full
thickness of the laminate and r is the overall average tensile stress
in the laminate. These formulations can also be applied to the discontinuous configurations for design purposes provided that the
platelets are long enough compared to the ineffective platelet
length, which is the case here. Eq. (13a) is suitable to estimate the
GII carb:fract: energy release rate at carbon fracture if the carbon failure
strain is substituted. If Eq. (13b) is reordered, and the fracture
toughness of the glass–carbon interface is substituted, the interlaminar crack propagation stress can be estimated with equation
(14), which corresponds to the plateau in the stress–strain graph
due to stable pull-out of the carbon/epoxy platelets from the
continuous glass/epoxy layers.

3.1. Specimen types
Table 4 shows the specimen configurations tested. Some calculated values are also included in the table such as the K d hybrid
modulus Discontinuity Knock-down Factor and the energy release
rate at carbon failure strain. Please note, that the fracture toughness values used for pull-out stress predictions were different for
thinner and thicker specimen types based on experimental results
reported in Table 3. The calculated energy release rates at the carbon/epoxy platelet strain to failure being higher than the fracture
toughness of the corresponding specimen configurations indicate
that the platelet pull-out will initiate before platelet failure.
The first four configurations with low carbon/glass ratios were
designed to be safe against premature glass failure and to allow

Fig. 4. Typical prediction of a discontinuous interlayer hybrid composite stress–strain response with images showing different stages of damage process in the specimens.
(Dark areas show the bonded, while light areas show the delaminated parts of the hybrid specimen.) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 4
Tested specimen configurations (designation: SG- S-glass, TR30- high strength carbon, HS40- high modulus carbon, with numbers corresponding to the number of plies of the
constituent prepregs).
Lay-up sequence

Platelet
length Lp
(mm)

2SG/4TR30/2SG

Cont.
0.736
baseline
25
0.736
25
1.472
13
0.736
Cont.
0.397
baseline
10
0.397
10, only 1 0.397
ply cut
Cont.
0.380
baseline
12
0.380

2SG/4TR30/2SG
4SG/8TR30/4SG
2SG/4TR30/2SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/1HS40/1SG
1SG/1HS40/1SG
a
b
c

Nominal
thickness
(mm)

Nominal carbon/ glass Ineffective
Hybrid modulus Discontinuity
volume ratio
platelet length Lpc Knock-down Factor K d
(–)
(mm)
(–)

Calculated GII at carbon
strain to failure
(N/mm)

Measured GIIc for
thickness
(N/mm)

0.153

–

–

1.43

1.10

0.153
0.153
0.153
0.229

2.15
4.30
2.15
–

0.983
0.967
0.968
–

1.43
2.86
1.43
1.23

1.10
1.35
1.10
1–1.1a

0.229
0.229

1.61
1.61

0.970
1c

1.23
1.23

1–1.1a
1–1.1a

0.227

–

–

1.14b

1–1.1a

0.227

1.85

0.919

1.14b

1–1.1a

Estimated range (1 N/mm is the extrapolation of measured data for lower specimen thicknesses).
Using a measured strain to failure of ec max ¼ 1:15% for HS 40 carbon/epoxy.
Assuming a quasi-continuous carbon layer.

Fig. 6. Stress–strain curves of the [2SG/4TR30/2SG]-25 mm type specimens compared to those of the continuous baseline specimens. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 5. Cut pattern for the carbon layers of the discontinuous hybrid composite
plates showing a position where a typical specimen is cut out from. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

for analysis of the effects of specimen thickness and platelet
length. The rest of the specimens have higher carbon/glass ratios
combined with shorter platelets and are designed for maximum
performance. There is also a special version of the [1SG/3TR30/
1SG]-10 mm configuration with only one of the three carbon plies
cut to explore the possible benefits of pre-weakening the carbon
plies. The key feature of this novel configuration is that the
otherwise detrimental stress-concentrations can be exploited to
form platelets from a partially discontinuous carbon layer in-situ
under load. This way the initial stiffness of a continuous
carbon/glass hybrid plate can be almost fully retained, but in the
damage progression phase it behaves similarly to the fully discontinuous carbon layer configuration.
3.2. Specimen manufacturing
The new type composites involving discontinuous prepreg plies
needed new manufacturing procedures, especially to make sure
the performance of the fibres around the discontinuities in the prepreg is not affected by the cutting technique and that the cuts are

aligned accurately during lay-up. A 25 mm diameter ‘‘pizza wheel’’
blade was found to be suitable to reduce the shearing of the
uncured prepreg when fabricating the sensitive internal cuts (see
Fig. 5). The less important circumferential cuts around the outside
edges of the plies were made with a standard V-shape blade which
cuts faster and is easier to set up, but introduces more shear deformation to the prepreg.
The steps of the manufacturing route for the cut blocked ply
specimens were the following:
1. Cutting the carbon prepreg to the size of the panel to be
manufactured on a CNC ply cutter with a V-shape blade (see
Fig. 5).
2. Laying-up the thin carbon plies to make the central layer of the
interlayer hybrid.
3. Creating the periodic internal cuts in the uncured carbon prepreg ply block with a 25 mm diameter ‘‘pizza wheel’’ blade on
a CNC ply cutter leaving uncut sections in the middle and at
the sides of the panel to retain the alignment of the cuts during
the next layer assembly step (see Fig. 5).
4. Attaching the central carbon layer to the outer glass ones and
consolidating under vacuum.
5. Bagging the composite plate up in the usual way using a 2 mm
silicone sheet on top of the prepreg plies to provide uniform
pressure distribution and good surface finish.
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Fig. 7. Stress–strain curves of the scaled thickness [4SG/8TR30/4SG]-25 mm type
specimens compared to those of the [2SG/4TR30/2SG]-25 mm type baseline
specimens. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Stress–strain curves of the [2SG/4TR30/2SG]-13 mm type specimens compared to those of the [2SG/4TR30/2SG]-25 mm type baseline specimens. (Curves of
the shorter platelet specimens were offset from the origin by 0.1% strain for clearer
comparison.) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. Stress–strain curves of the [1SG/3TR30/1SG]-10 mm pre-weakened type
specimens compared to those of the normal [1SG/3TR30/1SG]-10 mm type. (Please
note that the prediction curve corresponds to the continuous carbon configuration).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Stress–strain curves of the [1SG/1HS40/1SG]-12 mm type specimens
compared to those of the continuous baseline specimens. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

3.3. Test method
Testing of the parallel edge specimens was executed under
uniaxial tensile loading and displacement control using a crosshead speed of 2 mm/min on a computer controlled Instron 8801
type 100 kN rated universal hydraulic test machine with wedge
type hydraulic grips. Strains were measured using an Imetrum
videogauge system with a nominal gauge length of 130 mm.
Minimum five specimens were tested from each configuration.
4. Results and discussion

Fig. 9. Stress–strain curves of the [1SG/3TR30/1SG]-10 mm type specimens compared to those of the continuous baseline specimens. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

6. Curing the composite plate in an autoclave using the recommended cure cycle (1 h@125 °C and 0.7 MPa).
7. Fabrication of individual specimens with a diamond cutting
wheel.

The tensile test results of the specimen configurations are discussed here in detail. Fig. 6 shows the stress–strain graphs of the
[2SG/4TR30/2SG]-25 mm type carbon/S-glass hybrid specimens
made with 25 mm long carbon/epoxy platelets, along with those
of the corresponding continuous carbon baseline specimens. The
platelets in this configuration are expected to be long enough to
give a good contribution to the specimen stiffness resulting in similar hybrid modulus to that of the baseline specimens. The figure
shows that the discontinuous carbon layer architecture improved
the tensile failure character of the delaminating continuous hybrid
configuration by replacing the significant (15%) stress drop due to
excess strain energy in the carbon layer with a very smooth and gradual degradation of the tangent specimen stiffness which can be
referred to as pseudo-yielding. The demonstrated very benign failure
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Table 5
Results summary of the tested hybrid composite configurations (The moduli were evaluated according to the nominal thickness of each configuration. Measured values are
averages with numbers in brackets indicating the coefficients of variations in percent. Ductility parameters were determined graphically on the stress-strain curves of each series
(five specimens).)
Lay-up sequence Platelet
length Lp
(mm)

Predicted
modulus
(GPa)

Measured
modulus
(GPa)

Modulus increase Predicted platelet
to pure glass (%) pull-out stress
(MPa)

PseudoMeasured platelet
Approx. final
pull-out stress (MPa) yield straina failure strain
(%)
(%)

Pseudoductile
strainb (%)

2SG/4TR30/2SG

53.83

54.39 (1.0)

19.2

–

–

–

3.6

–

52.99
52.11
52.18
57.04

53.01
52.02
51.74
56.76

(2.1)
(1.5)
(2.8)
(1.3)

16.2
14.0
13.4
24.4

899
704
899
–

896
689
902
–

1.82
1.42
1.85
–

3.7
3.8
3.5
3.6

1.31
1.32
1.24
–

54.48
57.04

54.73 (1.7)
56.78 (1.2)

19.9
24.4

981
981

977
948

1.86
1.76

3.6
3.7

1.46
1.61

79.59

78.60 (2.9)

72.3

–

–

–

3.7

–

73.17

73.30 (1.8)

60.6

858

852

1.20

3.7

2.02

2SG/4TR30/2SG
4SG/8TR30/4SG
2SG/4TR30/2SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/3TR30/1SG
1SG/1HS40/1SG
1SG/1HS40/1SG

Cont.
baseline
25
25
13
Cont.
baseline
10
10, only 1
ply cut
Cont.
baseline
12

a

Pseudo-yield points were defined as the intersection of the test curve with a straight line parallel to the initial slope of the stress–strain graph with an offset of 0.1% strain
(similar to the offset yield point or proof stress in metals terminology).

Stress

bPseudo-ductile

strain

Ε0
εp=0.1%
σy

εpy-aPseudo-yield strain

Strain

b
Pseudo-ductile strain was defined between the strain of a point on the initial slope line at the failure stress (defined at the point where a 5% reduction in stress after the
maximum has occurred) and the strain at the failure stress.

mode was achieved by making the carbon layer discontinuous and
letting the carbon/epoxy platelets pull-out stably from the continuous glass layers. The platelet pull-out initiated earlier than
the strain to failure of the carbon fibres as expected based on the
calculated energy release rate in Table 4. Therefore platelet fractures and the corresponding load drops were avoided. The prediction based on the calculated initial hybrid modulus (Eq. (10b)),
platelet pull-out stress (Eq. (14)) and final hybrid modulus (Eq.
(15)) shows a very good correlation to the test data.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of specimen thickness on the failure process through tensile test results of two scaled thickness specimen
types with the same carbon/epoxy platelet length. The primary difference between the responses of the specimen types is that in the
thick case, the mode II energy release rate is higher so it exceeds
the fracture toughness of the interface at a lower stress level and
triggers the stable pull-out of the carbon/epoxy platelets earlier.
The modulus and platelet pull-out stress prediction applying the
fracture toughness measured for the higher thickness specimens
was very accurate. A slight reduction in the initial stiffness due
to scaling was also observed. This was expected because the platelet length was not scaled for practical reasons (only three 50 mm
platelets would have fitted in the gauge length of the specimens).
Fig. 8 highlights the effect of the platelet length on the failure
character of the interlayer hybrid configurations by plotting the
tensile stress–strain curves of two specimen types with the same
stacking sequence but various carbon/epoxy platelet lengths.
Please note that the stress–strain plots of the shorter platelet specimens were offset from the origin by 0.1% strain for the sake of
clearer comparison. The plots of Fig. 8 show only a small reduction
in initial stiffness due to the decrease in the length of the carbon/
epoxy platelets. This indicates that there may be scope for further
reduction of the platelet length to make the new discontinuous

material architecture more suitable for real components and structural applications.
Fig. 9 shows the stress–strain response of a more optimised specimen type together with the continuous baseline response. This
specimen type has an increased carbon/glass ratio for high stiffness
and the shortest platelet length for better applicability. [1SG/
3TR30/1SG]-10 mm specimens show a very wide plateau because
of the high carbon/glass ratio resulting in a high stiffness mismatch
between the pure glass and the carbon reinforced hybrid layers.
The plateau stress just below 1000 MPa is also respectable. The
modulus increase due to hybridisation is 19.9% compared to the
pure S-glass/epoxy composite and the failure type is changed
completely by introducing pseudo-yielding.
Fig. 10 shows the response of a unique pre-weakened version of
the [1SG/3TR30/1SG]-10 mm specimen type, where only the central one of the three carbon plies was made discontinuous. The
periodic cuts in the central one of the three carbon plies produced
stress concentrations high enough to fracture the continuous
carbon plies at a stress level just below the platelet pull-out
propagation stress, so any stress drops were avoided. This special
architecture let the carbon-epoxy platelets form in-situ (by breaking-up of the partially cut carbon layer) and be pulled out stably
from the continuous glass plies. The main reason for designing this
configuration was to recover the initial modulus loss caused by
cutting the carbon plies completely. The modulus of this specimen
type was successfully restored to the same value (within
experimental scatter) as that of the continuous baseline specimen
configuration and provided up to 24.4% increase compared to that
of the pure glass composite. The cracking of the continuous carbon
plies started at slightly lower stresses than the plateau stress of the
fully discontinuous type specimens of the same lay-up. The nature
of the transition between the linear and the plateau part of the
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Fig. 12. Predictions for optimum setups hybridizing S-glass with (a) high strength TR30 carbon and (b) high modulus HS40 carbon, with fixed platelet lengths. The best
available tested configurations are included as well for reference. (The numbers in the lay-up sequences indicate the mass per unit area of the fibres in the layers in [g/m2]).

stress–strain curve has become less smooth compared to the
corresponding fully discontinuous carbon layer specimen type.
The reason for this, is that in the case of the fully discontinuous
carbon/epoxy platelets the shear strain around the ends of the platelets is higher than elsewhere due to extra longitudinal strain in
the glass (see Fig. 3) and lower longitudinal strain in the carbon.
The shear stress concentrations around the ends of the platelets
can lead to benign interlaminar damage initiation under monotonic loading and hence the stiffness is reduced in a very gradual way
resulting in a smooth transition. On the other hand in the case of
the pre-weakened carbon layer the platelets are formed in situ
by fractures of the continuous carbon/epoxy plies which resulted
in a more sudden change in the slope of the stress–strain curve.
Fig. 11 demonstrates the discontinuous hybrid composite ductility concept using a high modulus carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
prepreg different from the high strength carbon prepreg used for
the rest of the hybrid configurations. The results of the [1SG/
1HS40/1SG]-12 mm configuration show that the concept also
works well with this different material combination since the
design criteria are met. The continuous [1SG/1HS40/1SG] baseline
configuration shows an intermediate response between stable and
unstable carbon layer pull-out after fragmentation. This is in agreement with the expectations based on the calculated mode II energy
release rate of this configuration at the carbon failure strain, which
is slightly above the fracture toughness of the interface (see
Table 4). The load drops in the plateau strain regime of the continuous [1SG/1HS40/1SG] type specimens correspond to unstable
delaminations occurring immediately after the fractures of the carbon layer. Normally in delaminating configurations there is only
one single fracture across the carbon layer followed by immediate
delamination to an extent depending on the excess energy released
at the fracture of the carbon layer. This instant delamination then
progresses stably towards the end tabs. The continuous [1SG/
1HS40/1SG] specimens showed multiple fractures with small
instantaneous delaminations each of which correspond to a stress
drop in the stress–strain graph suggesting that the energy release
rate was not significantly higher than the interlaminar fracture
toughness to let the interlaminar cracks propagate far. Small variability in the interlaminar properties may have stopped the cracks
propagating and let the carbon layer fracture again somewhere
else. The failure type was changed completely by the introduction
of the discontinuous carbon layer architecture in [1SG/1HS40/
1SG]-12 mm specimens which allowed the interfacial damage to
initiate and cracks propagate stably before any carbon/epoxy platelet fracture. Later, during the pull-out phase, some of the platelets fractured. This was not unexpected as the plateau stress of
the discontinuous hybrid was very close to that of the continuous
carbon layer type baseline. The energy release rate of this configuration was also just above the estimated fracture toughness

of the interface, so even small variations in material properties
could lead to a change in the damage process. It is interesting to
note the just visible load drops in some of the red stress–strain
curves of Fig. 11 which correspond to platelet fractures. The initial
modulus and plateau stress of the [1SG/1HS40/1SG]-12 mm type
hybrid specimens were predicted accurately. This configuration
showed high initial modulus and a long pseudo-ductile plateau
as well as a respectable pseudo-yield stress.
Table 5 summarises the results of all the tested discontinuous
and continuous carbon type hybrid configurations. The agreement
between the predicted and measured initial moduli and platelet
pull-out stresses is good in general. The highest error of 3.5%
was observed for the pull-out/plateau stress of the special
pre-weakened [1SG/3TR30/1SG]-10 mm configuration, probably
due to variability of the interfacial properties. The moduli of the
discontinuous hybrid composites were increased significantly
(13–60%) with respect to that of the pure glass/epoxy composites,
although the pseudo-ductility was gained at the cost of a reduction
in modulus and strength compared to the pure carbon/epoxy.
4.1. Scope for further optimisation
Although the higher carbon/glass ratio hybrids were close to
optimal configurations there were serious limitations in terms of
available materials. If these limitations are released, even better
configurations can be designed as shown in Fig. 12. In general,
the optimum configurations have thinner glass layers, initiate
platelet pull-out very close to the strain to failure of the carbon/
epoxy platelets, have high and wide plateaus, and limited stress
margin between the plateau and the final failure stress.

5. Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the extensive study
of unidirectional discontinuous carbon/continuous glass fibre reinforced epoxy interlayer hybrid composites:
 Stable, progressive pseudo-ductile failure in tension with significant warning and margin before final failure was demonstrated with two different material combinations utilising the
novel discontinuous hybrid architecture. Favourable stress–
strain responses, with smooth transitions between the elastic
and plateau strain regimes were achieved.
 The new discontinuous hybrid architecture made it possible to
release the carbon layer thickness restrictions for pseudoductile tensile response in UD carbon/glass hybrid laminates
allowing for an increased carbon/glass ratio and therefore higher initial hybrid modulus and plateau stress.
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 The most optimised high modulus discontinuous carbon/epoxy
configuration showed 60% modulus improvement to the baseline glass/epoxy composite along with a respectable 858 MPa
stress plateau and 2% pseudo-ductile strain.
 The advanced pre-weakened high strength carbon layer architecture with only one of the three plies of carbon being discontinuous showed 24% modulus increase compared with the pure
glass – equal to that of the continuous carbon baseline configuration – and a high, wide, flat plateau in the stress–strain
response with 1.61% pseudo-ductile strain.
 The modulus and the plateau stress of each hybrid configuration were predicted accurately, successfully accounting for the
effects of the platelet length and the platelet thickness. Therefore good overall agreement was obtained between the modelled and the measured stress–strain responses.
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